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Digital management of multiple robust identities is a

crucial issue in developing the next generation of

distributed applications.

Our daily activities increasingly
rely on remote resources and ser-
vices — specifically, on interac-

tions between different, remotely located
parties. Because these parties might (and
sometimes should) know little about each
other, digital identities — electronic rep-
resentations of individuals’ or organiza-
tions’ sensitive information — help intro-
duce them to each other and control the
amount of information transferred.1

In its broadest sense, identity manage-
ment encompasses definitions and life-
cycle management for digital identities
and profiles, as well as environments for
exchanging and validating such informa-
tion. Digital identity management — espe-
cially support for identity dependability
and multiplicity — is crucial for building
and maintaining trust relationships in
today’s globally interconnected society.2,3 

In this article, we’ll investigate the
problems inherent in identity manage-

ment, emphasizing the requirements for
multiplicity and dependability. This arti-
cle’s content is a result of our activities
on the RAPID project (the Roadmap for
Advanced Research in Privacy and Iden-
tity Management; www.ra-pid.org).

Definitions and
Requirements
The term digital identity often refers to
two (nondisjoint) concepts: nyms and
partial identities. Nyms give users differ-
ent identities to use when interacting with
other parties in different environments.
Behind a nym, strong authentication
tools, such as tokens, smart cards, digital
certificates, or biometrics, associate indi-
viduals with their true digital identities.
Weakly bound or unbound nyms, such as
those used in peer-to-peer (P2P) file-
exchange systems,4 are meaningful only
in the framework of a particular system
or within a single transaction.



Partial identities are any subset of the proper-
ties associated with users (such as name, age, cred-
it card number, or employment) that the user can
select for interacting with other parties.2 Figure 1
shows an example of partial identities and their
use. A partial identity can be named or unnamed,
which means it might or might not be related to
the user’s true identity. 

Many of the research issues discussed in this
article apply to both partial identities and (strong-
ly bound) nyms, but defining and distinguishing
between them is key to describing potential digi-
tal identity-management solutions. Generally
speaking, a digital-identity solution should sup-
port at least three requirements:

• Reliability and dependability. A digital identi-
ty must protect users against forgery and relat-
ed attacks while guaranteeing to other parties
(such as suppliers and brokers in an e-business
transaction) that the users can meet transac-
tion-related obligations.

• Controlled information disclosure. Users must
have control over which identity to use in spe-
cific circumstances, as well as over its sec-
ondary use and the possible replication of any
identity information revealed in a transaction.

• Mobility support. The mobile computing infra-
structure must be able to take into account its
own peculiarities (such as limited bandwidth and
display size) to apply multiple and dependable
digital identity (MDDI) technology successfully. 

In the remainder of the article, we’ll examine these
requirements in detail to describe a coherent and

complete set of functionalities. 

Motivations 
Underlying MDDI Demand
The basic tools underlying MDDI technology have
been available for a long time,5 but the widespread
demand for multiple identities is a more recent
phenomenon. People conduct a growing percent-
age of business online, but nearly all of them use
physical identities, sometimes guaranteed via dig-
ital certificates.6,7

Although cost reduction has motivated conven-
tional identity-management technology, it plays a
smaller role in identity multiplicity and depend-
ability, both of which pose several additional
requirements that will likely increase management
costs in the short term. However, MDDI technolo-
gy promises to bridge the existing trust gap
between the majority of users and the electronic
market, which we hope will boost commercial
transactions. 

Two key factors have historically hindered
extensive adoption of MDDI solutions: high
investment costs (found in PKI-based solutions)
and insufficient legislation in the regulatory
framework. Today, both factors have developed
into powerful driving forces behind most identity-
management technologies and projects.

PKI-Based Solutions
Until recently, the number of standard digital cer-
tificate solutions relying on heavyweight public-
key infrastructures (PKIs) has prevented extensive
MDDI deployment.8 The traditional PKI model is
rather expensive to set up and manage; when
coupled with the low success rate of PKI-based
projects, this helps explain industry’s reluctance
to adopt it. PKI use is still limited to expensive
high-end projects (such as Web-based remote
banking or tax collection) or to small pilot efforts
(such as those in health care). However, some of
the more recent managed PKI environments
reduce this burden by partially or totally out-
sourcing digital certificate management — for
example, via high-performance appliances (see
www.singlesignon.net). 

Corporation-wide requirements for cross-plat-
form integration of company services are another
motivation toward MDDI. These requirements will
likely be less important in the short term, howev-
er, because they focus on increased functionality
rather than cost reduction. 

The common perception in the business com-
munity is that MDDI is based on a network of
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Figure 1. Examples of partial identities. Each dashed line delimits
a subset of the user’s attributes that can be used as a partial
identity when interacting with a party such as an airline or a car
rental company.
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trusted third parties (TTPs) or other providers of
identity authentication and management. This
notion suggests a close architectural relationship
between PKI and MDDI. For this reason, recently
developed digital identity systems represent part
of a new wave that focuses on providing basic
functionalities rather than the dependability
requirements PKI already satisfies.

Microsoft .Net Passport and Novell DigitalMe. The
Microsoft .Net Passport (www.passport.com) infra-
structure, together with Novell’s less-widespread
DigitalMe system (www.digitalme.com), work well
as a proof-of-concept, pervasive-identity man-
agement architecture. Although centralized and
functionally limited in many respects, they
smoothly associate a unique ID with every user
and eliminate the need for remembering multiple
IDs and passwords for online services. They do this
without requiring the specialized infrastructure
investment typically found in traditional or man-
aged PKI solutions. This centralized approach also
guarantees at least some dependability, which has
increased user and enterprise awareness of
dependability’s importance in e-business and P2P
information exchange.

Liberty Alliance. The multinational, multi-industry
Liberty Alliance (www.projectliberty.org) consor-
tium is collaboratively developing a set of open
standards for federated network identity. The
Alliance’s specifications build on Oasis’s Open
Standard Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML, www.oasis-open.org/committees/securi-
ty), an XML-based security standard that provides
a way of exchanging user authentication infor-
mation. The Alliance chose to extend SAML to
include additional security enhancements that are
important to identity management, such as opt-
in account linking, simple session management,
and global log-out capabilities. The Liberty
Alliance’s openness hints at secure and reliable
authentication across hardware and software plat-
forms, including mobile and handheld devices.

Regulatory Framework
The relatively slow adoption of legislation regulat-
ing digital identity creation and use has further
hindered large-scale MDDI development and
deployment. Today, privacy-related legislation is a
powerful driver toward adopting digital identities
— specifically, support for multiple identities in
complex e-business transactions. The US Congress
passed the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in 1999 to pro-

tect privacy data in financial transactions; the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) established US regulations about health
care patient identity privacy in 2000. Following the
European Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC, the
Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communica-
tions 2002/58/EC, and the Electronic Signatures
Directive 99/93/EC, European Union member states’
legislation has increasingly acknowledged citizen
concerns for privacy as well as their reluctance to
provide extensive information about themselves
during e-business transactions. 

Companies around the world increasingly
regard MDDI as a viable solution to their difficul-
ties in dealing with legislation regulating con-
sumer data collection and management because
MDDI systems easily can be tailored to changing
regulations. When dealing with consumer infor-
mation, companies must consider the impact of
both general government policies and those of the
countries in which they conduct business. Some
regulations even consider the enterprise to be
responsible for employees’ privacy protection
whenever the company interacts with third parties
on their behalf.

MDDI System 
Development Issues
Many concerns about information management
have emerged among the actors — namely, indi-
viduals (employees, partners, and customers)
and e-businesses — that are supposed to benefit
from an identity-management system. Before we
can provide the support needed for multiplicity
and dependability in identity management, we
must overcome several major issues, as illus-
trated in Figure 2 (next page). 

Identity Life-cycle Management
Effective identity management solutions require
careful design of the digital identity’s full life
cycle. Currently, the cycle is modeled as a sequen-
tial multiphase process, moving from a creation to
a termination phase with support for updating and
maintenance. However, such sequential processes
do not meet the requirements that multiple
dependable identities pose. We can define a novel
MDDI-oriented life cycle as a structured asyn-
chronous process that enables co-instantiation and
joint evolution of all information items needed to
support individuals in different interactions with
organizations and to manage the digital identity.
MDDI life-cycle management continues to face
three open issues.
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Provisioning and revocation. Performance is para-
mount when designing systems that let users effi-
ciently obtain or create identities. One way to
achieve better performance is to automate the
process for giving users fast access to information
resources. We also need to define ways for
automating and securing the process of terminat-
ing existing identities, thus preventing improper
access on the basis of expired credentials. When
employees quit an organization, for example,
employers should revoke identity information
related to their employment. 

Profile management. Users should be able to
access and maintain their own identity informa-
tion and manage their own profiles, but this data’s
nature and sensitivity might dictate many differ-
ent solutions. Some data (such as an email
address) might give the user complete authority;
other data might require assistance from third
parties to vouch for correctness (such as member-
ship information).

Prevention of identity proliferation. Although
some models associate virtually no cost with iden-
tity creation, digital identities are indeed resources
whose uncontrolled proliferation is highly unde-
sirable. Some researchers have proposed various
techniques for transparently imposing soft or hard
limits on the number of identities associated with
an individual,9 but we still lack a comprehensive
solution for all situations.

Digital Identity Representation Formats
Another open issue concerns the specification of
how identity information should be represented
and exchanged. An identity management service

must support vocabulary definitions for identity
attributes as well as for the control structures used
in the protocol itself. 

Identity ontology. A fundamental assumption
underlying all business transactions is that the
involved parties share a common ontology
expressing a model of the domain in which the
transactions occur. In the e-business framework,
such ontologies are increasingly represented via
Semantic Web metadata formats such as Resource
Description Format (RDF) and RDF Schema
(RDFS).10 However, we also could use interdomain
task ontologies that specify general concepts such
as customer or supplier across multiple domains.
Ontology modeling for MDDI and an RDF-like
metadata representation for identity assertions
are vital for sharing a common concept of digi-
tal identity throughout an electronic marketplace.
They are also important for establishing rela-
tionships between identity and other related con-
cepts, whether general (person) or application-
specific (patient).

Identity syntax. Profile-based digital identities
defined from named hierarchical profiles have
received increased interest recently. Such identi-
ties must satisfy two specifications:

• Attributes and credentials. User profiles can be
based on existing directory or certificate stan-
dards such as the lightweight directory access
protocol (LDAP) or SAML. Alternatively, cre-
dentials — that is, any user- or third-party-
asserted information — can comprise them.
Examples are the user’s personal data, privi-
leges, habits, or biometrics.
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Figure 2. Multiple and dependable digital identity (MDDI) system design issues. The shaded boxes represent the main
categories of problems and the clear boxes the specific issues to be addressed.
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• Minimal disclosure. Recent XML-based standards
such as SAML provide a uniform syntax for pro-
file assertions. However they use classical cre-
dentials, such as Kerberos tickets or X.509 cer-
tificates,6 which were designed for authenticating
well-known identities. Modern privacy-friendly
credentials are promising because they reveal
only transaction-specific information.11,12

Corporations tend to prefer to build identity struc-
ture by collecting user data from a range of avail-
able sources, including human-resources databas-
es, business workflow, and the users themselves.
This identity-collection phase is aimed at auto-
matically or semiautomatically generating user
attributes according to business rules.

Identity interoperability and extensibility. Identi-
ties must be expressed in a common interchange
format, which means the identity-management
service supports extensible mapping between iden-
tities. Moreover, because there is (in principle) no
limit on the attributes associated with an identity,
identity management must provide for an exten-
sible vocabulary. Again, XML-based data repre-
sentation formats help here because they can sup-
port this extensibility.

Cross-Domain Identity Communication
Enabling reliable communication across multiple
user identities in different domains requires sever-
al innovative features. Consider a scenario in which
a user provides an identity consisting only of a fre-
quent flier number to an online travel agency. The
travel agency gives this information to an airline,
and the airline grants the user permission to exe-
cute the required action. Regulating who should
decide which data composes an identity and assess-
ing how much each partner can trust the assertions
provided at each step is an important unsolved
problem that requires some key functionalities.

Federated identity-management support. In fed-
erated identity-management systems, a trusted
third party supports and manages users’ identities.
But wide-scale adoption of such systems requires
further investigation into techniques for identity-
composition and exchange. Even in federated
identity-management systems, users should be
entitled to keep some control over their identities
without the burden of protecting and managing
them. A particular challenge is the complete
retrieval of all needed data while preserving sen-
sitive information’s privacy.

Distributed management of user profiles. As you
can guess, the different pieces of information
forming an identity can be distributed among sev-
eral parties. We still need solutions for retrieving
this data and an efficient way to distribute user
profile information across different contexts. Mod-
ifications to remotely stored identity information
must be supported, including the application of
update–propagation techniques.

Architectural Patterns for 
Multiple-Identity Management
Today’s e-business architectures are based on the
old (centralized) PKI concept and must be adapted
to the more modern concept of trust management.
Centralized identity-management techniques del-
egate identity provisioning, maintenance, and
revocation to a TTP, which could also be charged
with keeping track of the link between users’ mul-
tiple identities and their single physical identities.
Although centralized architectures are robust and
simpler to design and implement, they do not fit
all MDDI application requirements. Also, once
TTPs manage digital identities for large numbers
of users, MDDI management systems must scale
out to support the voluminous data that large user
populations produce. Therefore, we must develop
and test new architectural patterns.13 Hybrid solu-
tions look particularly promising for robustness
and efficiency, but we must take many architec-
tural factors into account.

Personal mobile devices. The growing popularity
of mobile devices and the current convergence of
telecommunication and computer network tech-
nologies will produce a broad range of new per-
sonal mobile devices that reflect the multiple roles
people fill in their daily lives. We need techniques
for efficiently and securely storing identity and
profile information on such devices.

Distributed registration and certification author-
ities. MDDI management should not always rely
on a single authority; it should flexibly support
(hierarchical or P2P) cooperation and interoper-
ability of multiple registration authorities and
trust networks.

Devices and media for identity support. MDDI
requires dependable devices, such as biometric
readers, smart cards, or secure cellular telephones,
on which users can divulge their identities. Users
should be able to choose different methods
depending on the application. 
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Identity Administration
Maintaining multiple identities as separate and
independent named sets of attributes or credentials
obviously poses huge management problems.
Therefore, MDDI solutions should provide protocols,
tools, and techniques for fast and reliable creden-
tial updates. Like database views, profile-based dig-
ital identities can be materialized (actually stored)
or virtual (computed at runtime: only the definition
is stored) according to application needs. An open
research issue is how to achieve seamless and scal-
able view–computation over profiles by selectively
using partial encryption or profile data transforma-
tion. Alternative approaches rely on hidden attrib-
utes that users can disclose selectively via multiple
encryption keys. Such disclosure lends itself to user-
side execution, whereas dynamic view-computation
can be executed only on a server. Identity manage-
ment solutions should also be integrated with per-

sonalization solutions to allow profile reuse. Ideal-
ly, the development of a user-side architecture
should also help the user decide the consequences
of releasing certain information.

Anonymity Support and Dependability
MDDI must provide users the ability to remain
anonymous if identity information is not required
in a transaction. Anonymity does not imply that
no information be released, but it requires that any
released information be unidentifiable. The chal-
lenge is that the information, although anony-
mous, must be proven reliable. 

Anonymity support. An anonymous communica-
tion infrastructure is a basic requirement for any
secure, privacy-friendly identity-management sys-
tem; if identifying Internet users simply by looking
at their IP addresses is easy, then any effort to pro-
vide privacy-protecting mechanisms at a higher
level is pointless. Nevertheless, some degree of
anonymity support — possibly coupled with repu-
tation and trust provisions — is essential for future
MDDI solutions, which means we must address sev-

eral important topics. Ideally, an MDDI service
should support different degrees of privacy in trans-
actions. In particular, parties should be able to
remain completely anonymous or declare some
identity information about themselves, including
weakly bound pseudonyms, which may or may not
provide linkability. (From a legal perspective, the
term anonymity should be reserved for situations
in which no linkability is possible, but to be con-
sistent with existing technical literature, we use here
a loose definition of the concept in which we can
consider different degrees of identity protection.)

Dependability and accountability. Dependability
and accountability techniques are needed for guar-
anteeing every party’s ability to meet its obliga-
tions in an e-business transaction. One way to
achieve this goal while preserving anonymity is to
integrate multiple identities with secure audit
trails, which can keep track of accessed resources.
In distributed business processes, audit informa-
tion must be shared among all interested parties
to hold them accountable. Moreover, it must be
possible to follow an audit trail in cases of securi-
ty breaches and identity misuse. Identity manage-
ment systems should enforce good audit practices
and support forensic analysis.

Theft and unauthorized-transfer prevention. Iden-
tity fraud affects users negatively at both home
and work. For this reason, early models for digital
identities addressed theft prevention and, in gen-
eral, described countermeasures to improper digi-
tal identity use. However, several problems remain
to be solved related to how an identity manage-
ment system should guard against identity theft
via automating provisioning, maintaining, and
revoking digital identities. 

Custom encryption techniques. MDDI manage-
ment must be based on underlying cryptographic
techniques that provide a degree of trust about
identity correctness and protect against misuses.
Possible encryption techniques tailored to
anonymity support include

• Pseudonym systems. Each digital identity is
associated with a pseudonym, and pseudonyms
that refer to the same individual should remain
unlinkable from each other. Although current
privacy-enhancing technologies can prevent
linkability, such an ability is insufficient for
creating a privacy-friendly trading environ-
ment that supports multiple identities. For

Anonymity does not imply that no

information be released, but it requires

that any released information be

unidentifiable.
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instance, the information shared among the
different phases of a single e-business transac-
tion could be used to circumvent unlinkability,
and yield a detailed user profile.

• Cryptographic credentials. Traditional creden-
tials are ill suited for MDDI environments
because they always provide the same amount
of information, regardless of the specific trans-
action. Modern privacy-friendly credentials are
more promising for MDDI because they reveal
only the information that is strictly necessary
to perform a transaction.

• Group signature schemes. Standard digital sig-
natures are linked to physical identities via dig-
ital certificates. Group signature schemes sup-
port weak anonymity to signers by hiding them
behind group memberships.

Many other cryptographic solutions exist today
that are potentially suitable for MDDI.14

Researchers still need to evaluate their applicabil-
ity and performances in MDDI-specific scenarios
and determine how to use them in combination
with MDDI identity management tools. There is
also a need for fundamental research to ensure
that alternative identity-management approaches
are available in the event of unexpected success-
es in breaking factoring-based cryptography or in
developing quantum computing.

Controlled Dissemination 
of  Authenticated Information
As described earlier, MDDI technology must oper-
ate in an environment in which well-defined trust
models underlie the interactions among all parties
involved. Users must have control over which
identity to use and which attributes to disclose to
their counterparts.

Privacy and secondary usage control. Although
identity attributes should be enriched with privacy
preferences, languages for expressing privacy
requirements as part of an identity are still in their
infancy. As a first step in that direction, there are
technologies, such as A P3P Preference Exchange
Language (APPEL),15 that support the platform for
privacy preferences (P3P). We also need approach-
es that let parties evaluate their counterparts’ pri-
vacy policies for secondary use. The identity man-
agement service should be able to support
fine-grained restrictions on the release of identity
information and, possibly, to associate access and
usage restrictions that must be obeyed with the
released information.

Negotiation protocols. To maintain control over
the release of identity information, researchers
must develop approaches for preventing cases in
which an identity is released but no service is
given in return. We still need negotiation proto-
cols that let parties determine which identity infor-
mation to release to their counterparts.1

Linkability. Although users must be able to choose
the identity they wish to adopt when interacting
with other parties, researchers cannot leave entire-
ly to the user agent the choice of which attributes
or credentials to associate with specific identities.
A user can employ different identities or pseudo-
nyms in different transactions, but these transac-
tions are still linkable, thus allowing user profil-
ing, which can put true identity at risk. We need
innovative methods for controlling possible link-
age between identities. Group sharing solutions
can help to diminish linkability threats.

Owner’s accountability. Identity owners might
need to trust automated agents to correctly repre-
sent their identities during e-business transactions.
Identity-management services should provide ade-
quate accountability to let users track how their
identity information is managed and to whom and
in what context it is released.

Trust Management
In a federated identity-management system, users
can get credentials in many different ways, but
entities trying to verify such credentials often
have no direct means of assessing their trustwor-
thiness. From the user’s viewpoint, one key prob-
lem with today’s Web systems is the requirement
for a different password on each system. Pass-
word management addresses this problem; cur-
rent solutions let users access multiple distributed
resources with a single sign-on facility, but the
systems rely on other partners to trust the
authentication process used to approve the iden-
tity credentials. 

Trust management in a privacy-enhancing
MDDI environment means defining methods for
receiving reliable evidence about credentials and
assessing their degree of trustworthiness. In prin-
ciple, strong authentication techniques such as
tokens, smart cards, digital certificates, or biomet-
rics can guarantee trust in a digital identity. The
current trend is toward providing Internet-based
trust services, which deal with various aspects of
trust and are held accountable for the services they
provide. Another aspect of confidence and trust is



related to the ability to evaluate and assess the
security level of the components, systems, and ser-
vices used to authenticate a user or to relay
authentication information.

Trust models. We need innovative models that
identify the conditions under which a party can
trust others for security and privacy.16 For
instance, developers can devise reputation models
that allow reliable associations between reputa-
tions and nyms.17 To develop reputation models
that allow trust establishment in anonymous or
pseudoanonymous systems, researchers must
develop techniques and protocols for measuring
reputations, storing and sharing reputation infor-
mation, and providing reliability.

Support of trust levels. How much should a party
involved in a business transaction trust another
party’s digital identity? Different levels of trust
should be possible. For example, users could
directly provide nonsensitive information (low
trust), or they could provide certificates that veri-
fy their identities (trust levels would depend on the
certificate authority’s credibility).

Conclusions
Some of the issues we covered here are likely to
have much greater impact than others. Providing
a tunable degree of anonymity via flexible identi-
ty management, for example, could lead to new
application areas in P2P and grid computing. Tra-
ditionally, “pure” P2P approaches to MDDI were
aimed at creating, managing, and exchanging dig-
ital identity information without intermediaries,
but this nearly always produced some kind of
weak anonymity that proved wholly unfit for busi-
ness applications. The next generation of MDDI
systems will probably solve this problem by
returning full control to users over the strength of
their nym’s binding. As a precursor of this vision,
Ping ID (www.pingid.com) gives all users the
option between exchanging (weakly bound) nyms
directly through P2P protocols and using Web
technology to authorize a trusted third party to
dispense (strongly bound) identity data. 

Sound modeling of this flexibility and incor-
porating it into core P2P development architec-
tures such as Sun’s JXTA (www.jxta.org) are chal-
lenges for both academic and industrial research.
Future personal (and multiple) digital identities
will be stored in several places, from the user’s
workstation to remote service-provider-managed
repositories. Achieving the research goals outlined

in this article will enable a new generation of
advanced MDDI services on the global informa-
tion infrastructure.
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